Hang takes over production of Nagel machines

The company Constantin Hang Maschinen-Produktion GmbH, Göppingen, has taken over the
production of the company Ernst Nagel GmbH, Vaihingen. The business areas concerning paper
drilling, stapling, paper drill bits, staples, paper conveyance, vibration, transport and stacking have
been acquired by the manufacturer in Göppingen in an asset deal.

On the basis of this asset deal Hang has also purchased the rights for the brand names Citoborma
for paper drilling machines, Multinak, Rinak, Enak and Tak for the stapling machines as well as the
brand names Rimo for vibrators, PT for paper conveyors and ST for paper stacking units. These
names are a synonym for the quality and the efficiency of Nagel. They form the essential part of the
business activities.

The approven and successful paper drilling and stapling machines, vibrators, conveyors and
stacking machines as well as the corresponding consumables in the production range from Nagel
will be maintained and sold under the remaining names from under the roof of Hang. For this
purpose, six experienced members of staff could be gained. They will ensure that the customers
from Nagel will be served at the usual high-class level. Production, installation and service as well as
sales and administration will be relocated to Göppingen.

Within only one and a half years the company Constantin Hang Maschinen-Produktion GmbH
undertakes herewith the second external expansion. Since the beginning of 2012 the trademark Pfeil
also belongs to Hang, something which has led to a strengthening of the market position in the field
of riveting machines. The now concluded asset deal under the brand name of Nagel completes the
existing product range in the field of paper drilling machines and expands it by the business areas
stapling, vibrating, conveyance and stacking.
In its 145th year in business, the company Constantin Hang has hence taken another step to ensure
its continued existence. With the already existing business areas: ring binder and lever arch file
production, eyeletting and riveting machines as well as high-performance riveting units, paper drilling
machines and units and the corresponding accessories such as rivets, eyelets, paper drill bits and
riveting/eyeletting tools, supplemented by the Nagel business areas, customers all over the world
are now being offered tailor-made solutions and highly efficient products for their purposes, starting
from the small manual machine up to the fully automatic high-speed unit. And all this in the excellent
quality you may expect from a German machine manufacturer.
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